@DynamicDeps
Aim: To support mental wellbeing and provide children with a different challenge to enjoy during the new
national lockdown. These ideas can be posted on a school website, Facebook page, on Twitter or on any home
learning platform to give children another option to engage with remote learning.
Rules: All the activities should be completed at home or in the garden (providing children and families can
brave the current weather!) and are for enjoyment only.
Instructions are simple but read them carefully, and be imaginative, as there may be sneaky hidden rules or
clues.
One entry per child and the deadlines will be posted with the taskmaster.
Equipment can be anything at home unless specified and try not to look on the internet for help. Give it your
best go and use your own creativity. Have fun and get the family involved!
Finally, thanks for the contributions from all. Enjoy the challenges!
The Tasks:
•

How many socks can you pair in one minute? Submit your best attempt!

•

Throw a piece of A4 paper into a bin. Most spectacular throw wins.

•

Egg drop: Drop an egg from the greatest height without it breaking – you can protect it with only 3
items found at home.

•

Build the most impressive bridge you can from items at home.

•

Build a story character using just fruit and vegetables.

•

Disguise a fruit as another fruit!

•

Create a photographic alphabet using objects around the house that
resemble letters. For example:

•

Wiggle a biscuit from your forehead into your mouth in the quickest
time.

•

Make the tallest freestanding tower from items in your house.

•

Draw a self-portrait using condiments only!

•

Make the longest word you can using only the letters in your school’s name.

•

Make a house of cards.

•

Throw a teabag into a mug from the furthest possible distance.

•

Perform your favourite book using what you have at home.

•

Make a mess on a sheet of paper – the most magnificent mess wins!

•

Write down as many slippery things you might find in a garden as you can think of.

•

Write the longest list of words that include the word SHED.

•

Find something that looks like an animal but isn’t in any way an animal. Most animal-like non-animal
wins. Toys, models or cuddly toy animals do not count.

•

Change the colour of a glass of milk.

•

Using only one slice of bread, make yourself the best eyebrows, moustache and beard before sending in
a selfie or yourself.

•

Design your very own ice cream and give it the best ice cream name ever!

•

Build a tiny house using only things you can find at home.

•

Make or draw a rainbow without using pens, pencils or crayons.

•

Make the ideal breakfast or brunch and send in a photograph.

•

Make a fort that can fit at least 3 people in it.

•

Camouflage yourself before revealing where you’re hidden!

•

Build the longest bridge using only recycled paper, cardboard and tape.

•

Take an impressive photograph.

•

Paint a picture whilst blindfolded!

•

Make an object spin for the longest time possible.

•

Memorise one of your favourite poems.

•

Draw an upside-down self-portrait using crayons.

•

Create a new handshake.

•

Make the best paper aeroplane. The furthest flight wins.

•

Score a goal with a pair of socks and a carrier bag. Most creative goal wins.

•

Without lifting your pen or pencil from the page once, draw a terrifying monster.

•

Turn your bed into something that isn’t a bed.

•

Transfer water between two bowls without moving either of the bowls.

•

Spell your school name using objects that start with the same letter e.g. an apple for A, balloon for B….

Thanks to everyone who shared an idea and thanks to taskmaster.tv for ideas and inspiration!
From the DynamicDeps, Steve & Russell, at the Make an Impact Education Facebook Group ☺

